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 22 revolver she prefers to "shoot first and ask questions later". As they chase down the criminal, the duo are forced to come to
terms with their own past. Cast Ryan Reynolds as Brian O'Conner Paul Walker as Dominic Toretto Alfred Molina as Alberto
'Triple''' Giberto Vinnie Jones as The Bear Vanessa Branch as Mia Toretto Kylie Minogue as Ramona Justin Whalin as Kurt

Gina Gershon as Gina Camilla Belle as Lacie Kevin Pollak as Joey Paul Haddad as a mechanic Production Director James Wan
met with Reynolds to discuss the film. He had a reputation of making films that "had a dark tone but that had a good plot" and

was surprised that Reynolds had not seen the script of the film, and he did not know what kind of character Brian O'Conner
would be. He felt that Brian O'Conner and Mia were the heart of the film. Reception Box office The film was released in

theatres on June 17, 2007, and grossed $126.7 million in North America, and $152.7 million in other countries, for a worldwide
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total of $279 million. The film was released on DVD in the United States on June 18, 2007, and in Canada on July 24, 2007.
Critical response On review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, the film has a score of 27% based on reviews from 108 critics, with
an average rating of 4.8/10. The website's critical consensus reads, "Hard to sit through, Furious is a bigger-budget sequel that
mostly just feels like its predecessor – though this is no cause for complaint." On Metacritic, the film has a weighted average

score of 49 out of 100, based on 27 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews". Audiences polled by CinemaScore gave the
film an average grade of "A" on an A+ to F scale. Critic Roger Ebert gave the film two out of four stars, saying, "Furious is an
American production that provides no American characters – male or female – and no sense of the United States. This country
is represented entirely by cars." James Berardinelli was more positive, giving the film a score of 3.5 out of 4 stars and calling it

"an entertaining return to the 82157476af
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